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Ⅰ. Introduction - Why Workplace Innovation Now?
The world is engulfed in the biggest financial crisis since the 1929 Great Depression. The
potential enormity of the repercussions makes it difficult to foresee its impact on prices,
employment and the real economy. There is a fast forming consensus that financial capital,
which heretofore has enjoyed unfettered freedom to cross borders into major markets in
search of high returns, must now be brought under control. New York Wall Street and
London, the two cities that dominated the global financial industry with their sophisticated
financial services and derivative products, large-scale buyouts, mergers and high-risk highreturn investment, have become the epicenter of unimaginable losses. And it was left to the
people to deal with the losses as governments decided to bail them out with taxpayers' money.
The world is now waking up to the fact that the enormous wealth seemingly created by
financial capital was nothing more than a castle in the air. Meanwhile, what many of us
realize once again during this painful experience is that we need to go back to the basics. We
must strengthen what our economy has for so long neglected, our production and innovation
capabilities, based on which we must build an industrial foundation that is real. In this age of
capricious market demand and global financial market, the one asset that we can count on is
the innovative production capability of so many of our companies. Production innovation is
born in workplaces with stability, trust and accumulated skills. Japan and Germany were able
to regain a high level of competitiveness and export performance despite their long recession
in the '90s because they had a foundation of innovative production capability and advanced
service system that can proactively respond to market changes.
Korean companies should take note. Many of the Korean companies that went into Vietnam
were contract manufacturing firms - OEM companies with no domestic production base or
proprietary brands. When the Vietnamese government hiked up the minimum wage, these
contract manufacturing firms were pondering about packing up again and moving to cheaper
countries like Bangladesh, Cambodia or Laos. It is obvious such approach to production will
4

not be helpful to Korean companies or industries' competitiveness. Indeed, the rise of Chinese
or Southeast Asian companies and the growing competition put into question the
sustainability of such approach. Not only such hit-and-run companies, but even mid-tier
companies are moving their production base overseas. This is a trend that may very well
entail the removal or loss of accumulated skills and innovation capability, the necessary
elements of production innovation. Loss of core capabilities, the inevitable result of corporate
strategy centered on price competition, in turn makes it impossible to swiftly respond even to
the domestic market which is quickly becoming more diversified and sophisticated. Loss of
skills has also been exacerbated by domestic HR management, which relied heavily on cheap
labor to meet short-term demands. Low-cost strategy, such as labor outsourcing, is truly a
myopic approach even when accounting for the significant saving in labor cost from overseas
relocation, one that ultimately deprives a company the ability to meet the diverse demands in
the domestic market. Innovation capability is not born overnight. It is the product of a longterm evolution. And it is not born of simply investing more in R&D either. There were stories
of a leading Korean manufacturer that made a green-field investment in a developed country,
being unable to produce in their new factory the customized high-precision parts in the
quality that they received from Korean partners of many years. Production innovation and
evolution are possible only when there is a high level of interaction between R&D and the
production site (its skills and experience).
A UK daily reported a few days ago that two of the U.S. Big Three, GM and Ford, saw their
market capitalization tumble to a mere US$3.7 billion and $5 billion (The Guardian, Oct. 9,
2008). Their losses in 2007 were $38 billion and $2.7 billion respectively. Once the world's
best and biggest automakers, these two companies are still major employers in the U.S. but
they no longer seem to be contributing to the U.S. economy - they may actually be weighing
it down. One of the reasons is their failure to innovate, which led to their loss of market
leadership to foreign automakers even in their home market.
This case stands in sharp contrast with the case of a very small stainless steel mill in Tokyo,
Japan, which we visited in 2005 as part of our SME workplace study. We were amazed that
such a small factory was manufacturing stainless steel parts for satellites. Skilled workers
nearing their 60s were still manning the production site, more like master craftsmen training
the younger generation. We came away with the impression that the skills accumulated over
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workers' lifetime were at the heart of innovative capabilities that ensure Japanese SMEs'
survival.
For the past few years the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy (MOCIE) and Small
and Medium Business Administration (SMBA) have been implementing a number of
expensive policies designed to promote technological development and funding for
innovative SMEs. But these policies make no or very little room for workers themselves or
social aspects like organizational arrangements. Workplace innovation, where social
innovation and technological innovation must go hand in hand, must come from the diverse
skills, experience and knowledge of workers, especially those at the production site. It should
not be approached from only one dimension, be it industrial or technological. Only when
industrial and technological development policies are interlocked and integrated with
employment relations and skill development policies, can the goal of workplace innovation
be attained.

Ⅱ. Raising the Agenda
The external environment for the Korean economy has been changing rapidly since the 1990s.
The changes that we are witnessing now demand that we fundamentally change our
production system, which in the decade after the 1997 financial crisis has been simply relying
on cost-cutting labor market flexibility. The changes important to the Korean production
system can be summarized as follows.
First is the rapidly changing market structure. The corporate governance structure has been
realigned toward short-term profits and costs, owing to globalization and deregulation.
Another market change is the demand for greater diversification and customization as
customers become more segmented and their preferences and tastes rapidly change. These
changes are leading to changing behavior on the part of companies. As short-term results and
bottom-line-focused management are becoming the norm, there is more emphasis on flexible
response to the market than at any time before. Emphasis on flexibility is necessary not only
for just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing but also to preempt the quickly diversifying customer
demand. As such, segmented production and sales strategy are spreading rapidly in the
service and manufacturing industries. Needless to say, customer segmentation strategy has
6

considerable impact on the workplace and HR policies. These changes are also linked with
changes in the production system, which also has to evolve in order to better reflect the fast
diversifying demands and preferences of customers as the old Taylorism or Fordism is no
longer suitable to Korea's higher income level and rapidly emerging consumerist society. In
other words, the old Taylorist work system must be upgraded to a more flexible system that
produces high value-added high-quality products or services through knowledge and
sophisticated labor. Large companies are already leading the way toward innovation toward
higher efficiency, advancement and customization. But many SMEs, with weaker financial
and market standing, are still relying on outdated methods, practices and technology, which
continue to drag down their competitiveness in both the production market and labor market.
Next, the Korean economy has a unique and even precarious position in the reshaping
international division of labor, a position commonly known as being "sandwiched." As price
competition becomes fiercer following rapid industrialization of developing nations, the
international division of labor has taken dramatic restructuring. In particular, the rapid and
massive industrialization of China served up the "China shock" for Korea, leading to
industrial reorganization and new division of labor within the country. But China is both a
threat that pressures Korea into industrial restructuring as well as an opportunity in the form
of a huge market. On the other side is Japan, which, even through a decade-long recession,
was able to maintain its competitiveness thanks to manufacturing, and continued to record
balance of payment surplus, especially in its trade with Korea. Thus the Korean economy is
faced with the challenge of ensuring competitiveness different from developing nations like
China and Southeast Asian nations while catching up with developed countries like Japan.
Third is more advanced technological innovation, which has been implemented at a rapid and
ongoing pace at different sectors. In traditional manufacturing sectors like automobile, it was
gradual technological advancement that led to changes or adaptation of the market structure
or institutional framework. But in new technology-intensive sectors like mobile
communications or phones, changes in the technological paradigm often lead to dramatic
changes in the competition landscape, market structure and regulatory framework.
The high potential of new technologies allows for a number of innovative designs through
process improvement, automation, synchronization and customization, but one must
remember that new technologies are skill-biased. It is only when production workers have the
level of skills to accept such changes that higher production efficiency, flexibility and quality
7

will be possible. Automation through advanced technology and extreme standardization and
simplification are also possible options, but they are inherently limited in their ability to
proactively address market changes and unlikely to generate price advantage.
Last is the changing labor market. New entrants in the labor market are higher educated than
ever before, and more of them are women. There are less workers in manufacturing and more
in services. Life expectancy is getting longer as the population continues to age, and with
more people remaining healthy into their middle and old age, there is more labor supply. In
medium and large companies that have stayed away from new hiring since the financial crisis,
existing workers are getting older with more years of service under their belt. The existing
workers are relatively disadvantaged in Taylorist work methods that require speed, but they
have the advantage of long-accumulated diverse experience and deep skills, and are more
likely to adjust, with adequate training support, to new production methods that require
diversity and high quality. As more married women respond to the growing labor demand,
work-family balance has become an important agenda. Such changes in the labor market are
in turn calling for innovation in the production system and work organization - not only the
company-led innovation such as higher efficiency, flexibility and synchronization, but also in
the quality of working life such as shorter work hours, better working environment and
worker-friendly flexibility in work hours. For no workplace innovation will be possible
without workers' cooperation and voluntary participation.
Another key change in the labor market that must be brought up in the context of workplace
innovation is the decade-long increase in employment flexibility based on low-wage labor.
The industrial restructuring triggered by the '97-'98 financial crisis has never ended - it
continues to this day in the form of "ongoing restructuring" system. Companies have trimmed
their organization and businesses, eliminated excessive investment, and pulled out of
businesses with low profitability or uncertain prospects. Many large companies and SMEs
have relocated their manufacturing base or expanded their investment in China or Southeast
Asia citing reasons of high labor cost and/or small domestic market. Even within the
domestic market, medium and large companies have downsized, and outsourced many of
their secondary businesses or operations through subcontracting or non-standard workers.
This resulted in reduction or non-increase in decent jobs, as most of the new jobs created in
Korea were non-standard or jobs at small/micro enterprises. This means that the employment
structure where we can expect workers' cooperation and voluntary initiative is crumbling.
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Korea must follow the hard path taken by developed economies since the 1990s, in a more
creative manner amidst internal and external challenges. Playing catch-up can work if Korea
reorganizes its production method from the old input-intensive strategy to one that allows JIT
supply of high valued-added products and services. This will require rigorous internal
innovation, such as higher quality of input factors and production process innovation.
In sum, the Korean economy is called upon to secure differentiated competitiveness, make
active use of international division of labor, and create decent jobs that will provide the basis
for innovation, against the backdrop of increasing market competition, price competition with
emerging economies, new international division of labor, ceaseless innovation of developed
economies, technological changes, diversifying customer demands and preferences, and labor
market changes. The key to success will be found by enhancing corporate innovation
capability by revamping work organization and production system.
In addition, the new government's mantra, "growth," will not come about automatically by
simply solidifying free market economy. Rather, economic growth depends on how
innovative the nation's companies are, and how many innovative companies there are
(Lazonick 2003). A country's growth will be determined by the result of competition between
companies to build innovation capabilities, and the winners of such competition will be the
leaders of growth (Fujimoto 2004). For innovative companies, the most important is the
ability to innovate the production system and work organization so as to create high valueadded.
In the next chapter, the conditions and obstacles to workplace innovation will be looked at in
greater detail.

Ⅲ. Employment Relations and Workplace Innovation
1. Workplace innovation that links technological innovation and social innovation
- Key elements of innovation
* Technological innovation: based on science, technology and engineering.
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* Social innovation: related to employment relation factors, such as workers' operation
method, organizational practices, customs, enthusiasm and dedication, cumulative knowhow, experience, and skills.
- Within the Korean society, the common perception of "innovation" among many
scholars and general public is limited to technological innovation, which tends to
underestimate the importance of employment relations-related social innovation at the
workplace.
- The U.S. is leading the world in some aspects of military and science technology, but
failed to translate such leadership to innovation in production organization or work
organization, resulting in the Big Three and other manufacturing companies falling
behind Japan and Germany. Indeed, the auto industry is in near bankruptcy.
- In contrast, Japan has long been focusing on the possibility of production/organization/
workplace innovation through both technological and social innovation, particularly
working on the potential of the latter with admirable tenacity, resulting in efficient highquality production systems such as the Toyota method and lean production.
- In the industrial study by Erasmus University and Rotterdam School of Management, it
was found that technological innovation accounts for only 25% of the success of
innovation, while social innovation like workplace innovation takes up the remaining
75%.
- When the new technology is highly innovative, it is capable of fundamentally changing
the socio-economic structure and institutions in a particular sector. The adaptability of
the socio-economic structure, institutions and players to the new technology are
important secondary factors. There are also the unique social types that can predict and
absorb the pressure from new technology. Interaction between the two factors, i.e., the
ability of new technology to innovate (at least partially) socio-economic structure and the
adaptability of the existing socio-economic institutions, generates many different patterns
in the innovation and changes by sector (Dolatas, 2008).
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〔Figure Ⅲ-1〕Explanation of success with technological and social innovation

- How a production and work organization is formed and developed under certain
technological level and circumstances can take many different paths. How production
and work are arranged, people are allocated and utilized, and whether they cooperate and
respond under almost identical technological conditions will largely determine the level
of efficiency, flexibility, quality production capability, deadline compliance capability,
and customization.
- Production/organization/work organization innovation holds two elements: hard
innovation and soft innovation. Sometimes they are indistinguishable, but hard
innovation is characterized by improvement in physical equipment and mechanisms.
Examples include process innovation, automation, cell production method or AGV. Hard
innovation is born from soft innovation, and can be maintained only with the help of the
latter. Soft innovation is the kind that is not manifested through changes in the physical
process or equipment: they can be ideas for waste reduction, improvement in work
practices and methods, or improvement in quality control method. It can indicate a wide
variety of activities enabled by workers' improvement mindset and efforts.
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- Workers will gladly share their production know-how, ideas, experience, skills and
knowledge based on trust with their employer, when the employer creates a certain
environment. Such diverse, variable, tangible/intangible and empirical assets can be
strategically utilized only by the type of management who know their true value and
preciousness. It can then lead to innovation in the production and work organization in
the form of social innovation.
2. Employment relations and workplace innovation
- Employment contract in and of itself is not final - it is incomplete, temporary and
variable. Thus any employment contract will be affected by how employment relations
(both individual and collective) are formed, developed and maintained. It will largely
determine if the employment contract can be implemented during the product and service
production process, to what scope and extent.
- In the Taylorism of the old, it was possible to minimize the incompleteness,
temporariness and variability of an employment contract by designing the production
system and work process to produce the employer's desired results by closely controlling
the autonomy or proactiveness of workers.
- But the Fordist mass production method (following Taylorism) revealed the limitations
of the producer-oriented approach and the rigidity in the face of market competition and
change. The mass production method became more flexible, customer-centric, and
quality-differentiated. In addition, as Japan's lean production method demonstrated its
excellence in both Korea and other countries, there is growing skepticism regarding the
Fordist production method and work organization.
- The hybrid between Fordism and post-Fordism, including lean production, emphasizes
that corporate competitiveness comes from making the best use of workers' know-how,
experience, knowledge, dedication to customers, ideas, problem-solving capabilities and
skills. That is, workers' capabilities should be used to improve the production site, to
further boost the level of workplace innovation.
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- Workplace innovation, which attempts to utilize workers' potential and real capabilities
broadly in all areas of production and turn them into the source of corporate
competitiveness, will not be possible without deep trust and confidence between labor
and management based on long-term employment contract and psychological contract.
- Recent changes in the Korean labor market aiming in the name of employment
flexibility is seriously undermining such psychological contract. Numerical flexibility,
easier dismissal and increased outsourcing are changes that can shake or even break the
long-term relationship of trust and psychological contract. The type of employment
relations conducive to workplace innovation would emphasize internal (or functional)
flexibility, workers' autonomy and rights based on job security and skills development,
rather than numerical flexibility in the labor market.
- The fact that in the manufacturing power Japan, company-level unionization, lifetime
employment and seniority-based pay have created employment relations conducive to
workplace innovation offers many implications. Granted, there have been some changes
to the employment relations since the early '90, as Japan grappled with a decade-long
recession and external changes, but many medium and large companies still hold on to
the key practices of the traditional relations. The U.S. high-growth workplace model
popular in the '90s is also based on job security - it adopted as a package many of the
elements that stimulate workplace innovation, such as workers' participation, team-based
work and delegation.
- Because workplace innovation is closely connected to stable employment relations, any
policy that attempts to promote such innovation must be accompanied by efforts to
improve or innovate labor-management relations in a way that strengthens such security.
This is one of the important reasons why workplace innovation is regarded more as social
innovation than technological innovation.
3. Building vertical/horizontal innovation networks between companies
- Faced with growing price competition, pressure for short-term profits, relative high
wages, inflexibility of the standard labor market, and segmentation and diversification of
the consumer market, companies today are opting for one or more of the following inter13

connected strategies in various combinations: a. workplace innovation at key domestic
sites; b. external flexibility centered around externalization of employment; c. using the
international division of labor and value chain through overseas investment.

〔Figure Ⅲ- 2〕 Vertical/horizontal network between companies

- The strategic choice here is not about choosing one option at the exclusion of the
others, but about the make-up and ratio of the inter-connected options in the
combination. In short, it is about how they build the overall production network.
- The kind of production system and work organization innovation available to
Korean large companies are the strategy and policies that have the ellipse A in the
center supported by B, C and D (see figure above). Even from the perspective of
companies and industries, without production and work organization innovation (A),
the choice of B, C or D is simply an exercise in flexibility for reasons of cost demand.
Meanwhile, even if there is a high level of innovation centered on A, its success is
unlikely unless organically supported by B, C and D, which are mainly about factor
input, such as parts and human resources. Considering the employment relations
changes in the past decade, it is necessary to assess if C and D's expansion had any
negative effect (eg. quality or innovation decline) on the network over the mid/longterm in addition to the cost-cutting effect.
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- Considering the industrial structure and corporate affiliate system of Korea, in most
cases the innovation and production changes in A can be spread to B, C and D
depending on the efforts of the parent company. While the parent company or
industry-leading companies can pursue workplace and production innovation on an
ongoing basis, they can also spread them to suppliers at home and abroad (B and C),
to build up competitiveness at the collective level. As professor Fujimoto argues,
how a production and work network centered on a parent company builds up its
innovation capability will largely determine the company's and industry's
competitiveness.
- For SMEs, blind emulation of large companies' innovation system is not likely to
succeed, because there would be vast differences in their environment such as human
resources and technological level. Innovation can spread in a meaningful way only
when its content is recreated and modified to better fit the unique circumstances of
each SME. Along the same line, simply copying world-recognized best practices or
techniques without understanding the context and background is also likely to lead to
failure. It is important to creatively apply and localize best practices.

Ⅳ. Characteristics of Workplace Innovation in Korea
1. Technological innovation and labor-replacing automation: innovation at the exclusion of
production labor
- There has been a tendency to overlook workplace innovation as social innovation
where technical manpower at production sites participate and utilize their knowledge,
experience, know-how and wisdom to improve products, processes, quality, costs
and customization.
- The predilection for hardware-driven and automation-seeking innovation partly
stems from the management's failure at medium and large companies to
organizationally integrate the production and technical workforce into their labormanagement relations. The management often regards only the university graduating
15

office and managerial workers as the key talent, while excluding the production and
technical workforce from the innovation process, considering them replaceable with
technology over the long run. Under such mindset, participatory work organization
and production innovation cannot be used as stimulants for higher competitiveness.
- The tendency to innovate with labor-reducing new technology and automation at
the exclusion of the production workforce was further reinforced by the
confrontational distribution bargaining between the two sides and by the union's
categorical rejection of flexibility-related issues as agenda for consultation and
compromise.
- Innovation was mostly led by R&D including engineers, and the gradual
improvement coming from the know-how and tacit knowledge of production workers
and mid-level managers was underestimated. Like the saying, "Korean companies'
competitiveness comes from engineers who graduated from universities in the late
'70s to early 90s," they heavily relied on R&D competitiveness such as engineers'
technology, design and product development. Because of such tendency, the
companies were not able to develop the many and varied possibilities for innovation
available at the point where engineers and production workers meet.

2. Industrial Relations as a Weak foundation for workplace innovations
- In the macro sense, workplace innovation is a social contract between company and
workers, and in the micro sense, a transaction based on trust and security. At medium
and large companies, despite a sophisticated internal labor pool, in the society in
general, there is still lack of public mechanisms or institutions that promote labormanagement compromise and trust and eliminate opportunism, while power struggle
and confrontation remain the norm. Confrontation and division between labor and
management, as seen by companies' exclusion of production workers, unions'
uncompromising attitude towards functional flexibility, lack of understanding on
trade-offs for functional flexibility, and lack of strategies to overcome them, have
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created a very weak foundation for workplace innovation in the area of labormanagement relations.
- In addition, Korea's company-level unionization has led to other adverse effects as
well, creating a pile-up of conflict issues within the company, such as pay raise,
working conditions and restructuring. The inherent possibility of labor-management
struggle for control at the production site creates a tenuous foundation for trust-based
compromise necessary for workplace innovation.
- Because of the current structure where it is difficult to garner support from
production workers, medium and large companies often cannot adequately
experiment with or apply workplace innovation, or see delay or distortions to their
original intent. Thus, workplace innovation as social innovation was not properly
implemented in Korea, neither at the SMEs nor at medium and large companies.
3. Selective application of workplace innovation cases and best practices
- Many Korean companies have to failed to apply workplace innovation cases,
especially best practices, as an integrated system or package. They tend to accept
different individual practices popular at different times in a selective manner, and
only the technological elements, which did not bode well for most of the best
practices transplanted from other companies or countries. In other words, there was
no systematic localization strategy, to re-design the potential for workplace
innovation inherent in the best practices to better fit each company's uniqueness, and
to tap into the potential fully and patiently over a long period.
- Companies were devoid of the vision or strategy where work organization and
production system are seen as one integrated system, the relationship and operational
principles of the system's components are analyzed, and the work system is led to
change or develop in a comprehensive manner.
4. Weak tradition of scientific management
- Many large companies have attempted to apply scientific management techniques
to the jobs integral to the standard production system, such as job analysis, job design
17

and evaluation. But many of the SMEs are not equipped with the capability to
develop scientific analysis and management techniques for jobs and labor, or pursue
efficiency in designing the work organization. Their situation is best represented by
the current, unstructured production management that relies on experiential knowhow.
- Underdevelopment of the horizontal labor market (i.e., by job category) and
development of the internal labor pool at medium and large companies prevented
elements necessary for the horizontal labor market, such as differences in workers'
skills level, skills development and job-based wage scheme. Workers' professional
identity remains weak compared to their corporate identity. Underdevelopment of a
mechanism for salary determination based on performance evaluation, job-based
wage and job area categorization, has led to inadequate foundation for rational
management of work organization.
5. Serious differences between large companies and SMEs
- Large companies have long attempted to rationalize and innovate work organization,
by learning about the advanced technologies and workplace knowhow of other
countries and actively adopting them. In contrast, SMEs are still without the
necessary methodologies or resources.
- Reasons for the delay in SMEs' innovation is not only the production workers, but
also the inability to secure the necessary talents, owing to the shortage or high
turnover of engineers with experience and competence. SMEs' innovation delay in
turn shows that there is still room for further institutional support or fair trade
regulations to stimulate workplace innovation and enhance competitiveness.
- Many SMEs included in large companies' vertical organization have to permanently
depend on low-cost strategy thanks to their clients' pressure for lower prices (which
is usually possible only in short-term relations), and thus far have not found the
motivation for workplace innovation. They are likely to end up in a type of vicious
cycle that prevents them from accumulating innovation capability.
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6. Imbalance between workplace innovation and quality of working life
- Workplace innovation in Korean companies has mostly been driven by the
management. Unions have always been focused on distribution bargaining, and
overlooked the need to represent workplace innovation or include it in bargaining
agenda, thus failing to advance the quality of working life (QWL), an important
element of any change in the workplace. In other words, there was an imbalance
between the management-led workplace innovation and improvement in QWL.
- The workplace innovation driven by medium and large companies meant higher
efficiency in work organization and production system, and workers were able to
share part of the benefits through pay raise and better corporate welfare. But
improvement in the working environment, such as shorter work hours, workerfriendly flexible work hours, job security, less physically intensive work (using
human engineering), consideration for middle/old-aged workers and other QWL
issues that should have been negotiated along with more efficient production system
were in most cases not dealt with at management-union bargaining.

Ⅴ. Workplace Flexibility and Innovation in Korea: Performance and
Evaluation
1. Extent of workplace innovation in Korea
This section looks at how characteristics of the workplace and HR management affect each
organization's innovation and competitive advantage strategy.
<Table Ⅴ-1> Worker participatory innovation, production innovation and organizational
characteristics
(Unit: %)
Type

Organizational characteristics

Average

Worker

Product

participation

innovation

37.78
19

48.41

With active worker autonomy and innovation activities

80.22

Non-manufacturing

27.39

40.27

33.7

51.27

500 or less

30.27

45.6

500 or more

42.31

50.73

Yes

31.32

47.8

No

30.46

47.38

Yes

30.68

38.73

Low

18.58

33.00

High

57.66

74.49

Industry
Manufacturing
Size
Outside
supplier
Unionization

Productivity
Non-standard
workers

Plan to increase non-standard workers

42.55

Wage higher than peers

52.23

66.77

Have annual, periodic HR plans

42.04

49.93

Policies to recruit, develop, retain key personnel

50.91

58.89

40.1

52.45

36.31

51.66

34.23

49.57

Mainly use standard workers

31.45

46.89

HR management is centered on teamwork

36.71

51.91

HR management aims at worker development

34.98

51.71

HR management goal_internalization

40.22

57

Benchmarking outstanding workplaces

44.72

58.53

Integration with HR issues and business strategy

38.06

55.8

None (56.72)

23.55

39.39

Partially (5.66)

39.51

51.55

To all standard workers (37.62)

39.46

54.46

Quality control (34.67%)

43.64

57.36

Idea-gathering system (58.66%)

38.34

55.47

39.7

52.29

39.8

58.04

44.47

63.14

Job analysis
Goal of HR management is higher loyalty
Focus
HR factors

Profit sharing

on

long-term

employment

and

internal

development

QC1 (yes, but differentiated between managers and staff
Workplace

members) (24.6%)

organization
QC2 (yes, equal between managers and staff members)
(18.5%)
More than 80% of workers participate in QC (26.0%)
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Regular job rotation to develop multiple functions

39.37

52.28

42.48

57.61

33.55

47.98

26.6

49.85

27.93

41.83

33.8

46.58

Weekly work 10 or more hours (21.4%)

29.82

51.83

Shjft system in place (39.1%)

30.64

43.35

(35.5%)
Training and education for multiple functions (29.1%)
Autonomous team (work method, speed, recruitment,
training) (43.4%)
Workers responsible to maintain work (32.0%)
Weekly overtime less than 5 hours (49.6%)
Weekly work 5-10 hours on average (29.2%)

Worker
Type

Organization characteristics

participatory
innovation

Extent of
labor-

Product
innovation

Information provision or less (26.6%)

23.32

42.26

Expressing opinion (67.1%)

32.11

46.26

Involvement in decision-making (6.3%)

44.41

54.56

Quality-oriented production (17.5%)

46.57

73.59

Price competition-oriented production (17.5%)

36.51

51.48

mngmnt joint
decisionmaking
Production
advantage
strategy

Source: Korea Labor Institute. 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

<Table Ⅴ-1> above shows in numbers how active worker-participatory innovation and
production innovation are dependent on organizational characteristics. Overall, it shows that
product innovation activities are more vibrant than the other. As explained earlier when
discussing Korean workplace innovation characteristics, it is engineering-centric innovation.
It confirms that technological innovation (that excludes production workers) toward product
development and automation is the norm.
Workplaces with a high level of worker-participatory innovation took up 37.78% of all
respondents, and product innovation 48.41%. The main focus of the analysis was to identify
the organizational characteristics of the workplaces with high levels of worker participatory
innovation and product innovation. Those with high productivity were seen to have a higher
level of such activities, although the causation is not clear: did the high productivity lead to
more innovation activities or did the innovation activities lead to higher productivity? In
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addition, companies with higher wages and policies to recruit/develop/retain key talents had a
much higher level of innovation activities. And the workplaces that continued to make efforts
by benchmarking were also much more active in innovation activities. Companies with
quality control, 80% or higher worker participation in QC, and training/education for multiple
functions also exhibited higher levels of innovation activities. Companies with a high level of
joint decision-making with workers, i.e., going beyond information provision or opinion
gathering also showed a much higher level of innovation activities, as well as the companies
with quality-oriented production strategy.
Overall, the companies that adopt more elements of functional flexibility in work
organization had a noticeably higher level of product innovation activities. In addition, it was
found that there is strong correlation between companies with a high level of worker
participatory innovation and those with a high level of product innovation. A backup statistic
is the high level of product innovation in companies with strong labor-management joint
decision-making.
And it was found that in the following companies there was low level of worker-participatory
and product innovation activities: non-manufacturing, size 500 employees or less, outside
supplier, unionized, low-productivity, planning to increase non-standard workers, no profitsharing, low level of joint decision-making and less than 5 hours of average overtime. The
fact that there are low product innovation activities in unionized workplaces means that these
companies conduct less product development through R&D. It was also an interesting finding
that the companies with less than 5 hours of weekly average overtime had less innovation
activities. In particular, there was a staggering 40% difference between companies depending
on the level of productivity. Overall, it was found that in terms of workplace organization,
there was not a high level of functional flexibility, except for idea gathering programs
(58.566%) and autonomous teams (43.4%).
In the table above, it shows that even with high marks on HR factors (higher worker loyalty,
long-term employment and internal development, standard employment, HRM strategies
focusing on worker development), worker participatory innovation is not outstanding,
hovering below the average. But product innovation was better than average. Such difference
shows that Korean companies have not fully incorporated production/technical workers in
their employment relations, thereby failing to make full use of their capabilities, experience
and knowledge.
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<Table Ⅴ-2 > Technology and organizational innovation strategy by organizational characteristics
(Unit: %)
Nonmanufacturing
Innovation

competition

strategy

-

new

Manufacturing

500 or 500 or
less

Product

Outside

more competitiveness supplier

Overall

41.27

46.17

43.05

73.06

59.4

42.64

43.63

18.78

25.66

22.26

13.88

18.9

28.23

22.09

21.62

19.99

21.06

9.67

16.14

20.56

20.84

18.32

8.18

13.63

3.39

5.57

8.57

13.44

technology, first mover
R&D only when needed for new technology
Process

improvement

through

production

engineering
Adopting

innovation

developed by others'

Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

<Table Ⅴ-2> shows considerable differences in organizational innovation strategy by
organizational size and sector. Companies in manufacturing, with 500 or more employees and
with focus on quality competition were found to concentrate more on innovation for new core
technologies. This means that in Korea, large manufacturing companies (with 500 or more
employees) valuing quality competition are leading the way for technology development
through R&D, or engineering-centric technological development, while focusing less on
process improvement through production engineering or adopting others' innovation.
Conversely, non-manufacturing companies favor process improvement through production
engineering over R&D investment, as well as adopting others' innovation. The same trend is
witnessed in companies with 500 or less employees. But this is relative terms only, and does
not mean that non-manufacturing companies with less than 500 employees focusing on price
competition are better at process improvement and benchmarking than manufacturing
companies with more than 500 employees focusing on quality competition.
<Table Ⅴ-3> Competitive advantage strategy by industry and size
(Unit: %)
Nonmanufacturing
Low cost strategy

Manufacturing 500 or less

16.96

18.02
23

16.72

500 or more

Overall

17.51

17.5

High quality strategy

13.49

21.26

12.61

17.55

17.46

Quick response to market

31.24

29.93

30.43

39.8

30.61

Technological excellence

24.3

43.85

33.71

34.14

33.71

Geographic location

7.39

1.03

4.37

2.16

4.32

Design excellence

1.43

3.52

2.47

0.81

2.44

Complex, diverse functions

8.81

1.83

5.45

5.5

5.45

Niche market

4.86

3.51

4.19

5.17

4.21

Others

10.47

1.37

6.14

3.34

6.09

Only price and quality

11.5

14.97

13.25

9.08

13.17

130.45

139.29

129.34

135.06

134.96

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

Korean companies' competitive advantage strategy seems mainly to rely on technological
superiority and speedy response to the market, followed by high quality and low cost strategy,
which are only slightly less frequent than the former two. Taking a deeper look into the
strategies by industry and size, manufacturing companies tend to put the biggest priority on
technological excellence and non-manufacturing companies on quick response to the market.
Companies with more than 500 employees tend to emphasize market agility more so than
others. Design, complex and diverse functions, niche market and geographic location were
not found to be important elements in competition strategies among Korean companies
except for a few. But in non-manufacturing, there is a slight emphasis on complex and
diverse functions. Such competitive advantage strategy is likely to have an impact on the
overall organization and workplace design in one way or another.
<Table Ⅴ- 4> Decision-making method depending on unionization, workplace innovation factors and HR
management
(Unit: %)
Not unionized

New

technology,

machinery
Outsourcing
Factory

relocation

Unionized

Not included in

Consultation or

Not included in

Consultation or

consultation

agreement

consultation

agreement

58.4%

31.1%

63.5%

39.1%

46.0%

31.4%

52.2%

50.2%

35.2%

29.9%

38.9%

57.6%
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(domestic or foreign)
Job security agreement

13.3%

Worker re-deployment

75.5%

53.6%

90.3%

74.9%

Non-standard hiring

46.9%

37.4%

64.5%

51.9%

52.9%

59.0%

78.4%

88.3%

Changing HR evaluation

70.6%

51.6%

83.5%

63.8%

Changing pay scheme

79.0%

59.9%

94.4%

92.7%

71.4%

46.2%

82.1%

67.7%

Voluntary

retirement/

downsizing

Changing

promotion

scheme

42.8%

Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

<Table Ⅴ-4> shows a considerable difference in the method of decision-making regarding
workplace innovation and HR management factors depending on whether the company is
unionized or not. Non-unionized workplaces were much less likely to make such decisions
through consultation or consensus. In non-unionized companies, even if there is a certain
extent of consultation with workers, it mostly ended up with the management making the
decisions. In unionized companies, workers are found to be involved with the decisionmaking at a much deeper and frequent level.
As seen in <Table Ⅴ-4>, the issues that are often determined through consultation or
consensus

regardless

or

unionization

are

worker

re-deployment,

voluntary

retirement/downsizing, HR evaluation changes, pay scheme and promotion scheme changes.
Workers are highly sensitive to these issues, and the management of both unionized and nonunionized workplaces are found to make related decisions through consultation or consensus
with workers. In worker re-deployment, which is related to workplace innovation, there
seems to be less flexibility. In comparison, investment strategy is an issue less likely to be
discussed with workers in both unionized and non-unionized workplaces. Introducing new
technology or machinery was also discussed or agreed with the workers at the rate of 31.1%
and 39.1% in non-unionized and unionized workplaces respectively.
In non-unionized workplaces, the statutory labor-management council did not have a strong
presence. Only 42% actually have it, while 14% responded that it does exist but remains
ineffective, and 39% do not have it at all, illustrating that the legally-required joint
consultation mechanism is not functioning properly. Considering that innovation is likelier to
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succeed on the basis of consultation, it becomes obvious that effective use of such statutory
mechanism is a very important task.
Meanwhile, it is found that unionized workplaces have more widespread discussion with
workers, and their labor-management council is in better shape as well. As much as 94%
have the council, with 70% of them in actual operation. In particular, 67.6% of unionized
workplaces responded that the council is slightly or much more friendly than collective
bargaining, implying that it may be a more effective tool to deal with workplace-related
issues. But there is still a large gap in the extent of consultation or agreement with the union
depending on the issue at hand.
<Table Ⅴ-5> Labor-management relations, work organization's flexibility and innovation factors
(Unit: %)
a

b

c

d1

d2

E

f

g

h

i

J1

J2

k

L

No

44

35

59

23

19

25

36

30

46

33

30

21

35

4

Yes

39

34

58

31

17

28

34

27

32

24

27

22

57

15

Relations very

No

43

33

58

24

18

25

35

28

43

31

30

22

40

6

good

Yes

49

45

63

28

20

29

37

35

45

38

26

18

35

10

Unionized

Notes: a. Profit sharing, b. Quality control, c. Idea-gathering mechanism, d1. QC1 (exists, but separate
between managers and staff members), d2. QC2 (exists, equally for both managers and staff members), e.
More than 80% of employees participate in QC, f. Regular job rotation to develop multiple functions, g.
Training and education for multiple functions, h. Autonomous team (work method, speed, hiring, training),
i. Work maintenance responsibility on the worker, j1. Weekly average 5~10 hours of overtime work, j2
Weekly average 10 or more hours of overtime, k. Shift system in place, l. Joint decision-making
(consultation and agreement) - % out of the companies that have the program
Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

It was found that unionized workplaces are less likely to be flexible in work organization than
the non-unionized ones, although there are differences in some factors. The main reason
seems to be the union's control over the workplace. In contrast, it is easier to improve work
organization's flexibility and innovation factors because the management can decide to skip
the collective agreement process. As exceptions, the unionized workplaces show a high level
of flexibility in running the shift system and participating in the QC. In companies with very
good labor-management relations, workplace flexibility was found to be higher in almost all
areas. It was especially noticeable in quality control. In addition, weekly overtime work
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tended to be longer than 5 hours in workplaces with bad relations. The fact that there are
longer hours in less amicable workplaces says something about their flexibility but also
means that there could be higher rigidity. It backs up the earlier explanation that the more
active the discussion with workers, the more flexible the workplace.
<Table Ⅴ-6> Product market's characteristics, workplace flexibility and innovation factors
(Unit: %)
a

b

c

d1

d2

E

f

g

h

43

17

50

22

18

26

36

29

46

Manufacturing

42

54

68

27

19

26

35

29

40

500 or less

43

34

58

25

18

26

35

29

500 or more

73

60

86

24

46

24

55

Market

Not severe

43

28

51

23

13

34

competition

Severe

43

37

62

25

21

23

NonIndustry

manufacturing

i

J1

J2

k

l

25

11

35

6

32

34

33

44

6

44

32

29

21

39

6

45

35

12

30

19

51

14

35

31

43

30

20

23

45

7

36

28

44

33

33

21

37

6

Size

Notes: See <Table Ⅴ-5>.
Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

Because the criteria for workplace innovation are more of interest to manufacturers, they are
found to be generally more flexible in work organization than non-manufacturers. With only
a few exceptions, work organization flexibility was likelier to be pursued by large companies
than smaller ones. Meanwhile, companies more exposed to market competition appear to be
slightly more likely to use workplace flexibility. In other words, companies experiencing
tough market competition are likely to use such factors as quality control, idea-gathering
mechanisms, QC and overtime work. Meanwhile, factors of functional flexibility that require
some slack, such as multi-function training and participation in QC, are likelier to be adopted
by companies that are relatively insulated from market competition.
<Table Ⅴ-7> Business/production strategy, workplace flexibility and innovation factors
(Unit: %)
a

b

C

d1

d2

E

f

g

h

i

J1

J2

k

l

Yes

42

35

57

25

17

25

34

26

42

31

30

21

42

5

No

51

45

74

26

30

25

40

39

51

37

31

22

30

10

Quality-oriented

27

Yes

42

35

58

24

19

23

33

28

44

32

31

21

39

6

No

45

42

69

31

21

29

43

31

44

29

30

26

40

6

Cost-oriented
Note: See <Table Ⅴ-5>.
Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

<Table Ⅴ-7> shows that companies that emphasize quality-oriented business and production
strategy are more likely to design a flexible workplace. In addition, there was a high
percentage among companies that value joint decision-making. Although it seems
contradictory, cost-oriented companies are also more likely to aspire for flexible work
organization. But when they pursue cost-cutting, there is less demand for joint decisionmaking. While quality-oriented companies use the shift system less often, cost-oriented
companies use it more often.
It is also observed that, because quality-oriented production is highly reliant on workers'
voluntariness, profit-sharing is higher among such companies than cost-oriented ones. In the
area of QC, it was found that in quality-oriented companies it was designed to encourage
participation by both the manager and staff members, while in cost-oriented companies the
there are more QC activities from managers. This is where we can see the differences in the
method and content of pursuing flexibility between the two types of companies.
<Table Ⅴ-8> below shows strong correlation between HR management policies (eg. key
talent retention, internalization, integration between HRM and business strategies), and work
organization flexibility and innovation. In most cases, work organization is much more
flexible in the presence of such policies, thus a strong positive correlation can be inferred.
But in the work hour-related areas, such as the shift system and overtime, worker's
responsibility for work completion, such trends are not clearly visible.
Moreover, in the QC organization design, there is a higher frequency of separate QC between
managers and workers, rather than an equal system for both. The possible reason is that most
HRM policies are led by the management.

<Table Ⅴ-8> HRM policies, work organization flexibility and innovation factors
(Unit: %)

Development/

No

a

B

c

d1

d2

e

f

g

h

i

J1

J2

k

l

36

27

52

22

14

25

30

23

42

32

28

20

39

6

28

retention of key

Yes

65

58

80

33

32

28

51

48

47

32

32

25

39

8

No

34

24

45

19

13

22

26

19

43

40

28

20

38

6

Yes

54

48

75

32

25

29

46

42

44

23

31

23

40

7

HRM policy

Externalization 41

33

56

23

18

23

33

24

41

30

30

22

38

6

direction

Internalization 47

38

65

28

20

31

39

40

48

36

28

21

40

7

talents
Job analysis

HRM-business

No

42

33

58

23

18

25

34

27

43

32

29

21

39

6

strategy integration

Yes

52

48

71

40

23

34

48

49

50

32

30

23

41

10

Notes: a. Profit sharing, b. Quality control, c. Idea-gathering mechanism, d1. QC1 (exists, but separate
between managers and staff members), d2. QC2 (exists, equally for both managers and staff members), e.
More than 80% of employees participate in QC, f. Regular job rotation to develop multiple functions, g.
Training and education for multiple functions, h. Autonomous team (work method, speed, hiring, training),
i. Work completion responsibility on the worker, j1. Weekly average 5~10 hours of overtime work, j2
Weekly average 10 or more hours of overtime, k. Shift system in place, l. Joint decision-making
(consultation and agreement) - % out of the companies that have the program
Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey

When there are HRM policies in place, there is a higher level of work organization flexibility
and innovation factors in the areas of quality control, idea-gathering mechanism, job rotation
and training for multiple functions. Work organization flexibility or innovation was found to
be higher when the following elements are in place: development and retention of key talents,
job analysis, HRM toward internalization, and integration between HRM policies and
business strategy.
<Table Ⅴ- 9> Numerical flexibility and work organization flexibility
(Unit: %)
a

B

c

d1

d2

e

f

g

h

i

J1

J2

k

L

Outsourcing

No

56

51

66

30

24

23

40

37

48

25

39

23

39

7

experience

Yes

41

33

59

23

18

26

35

27

41

35

28

22

40

6

Outside

No

42

30

57

26

16

26

35

29

43

32

27

19

38

7

supplier

Yes

48

51

65

21

25

26

37

28

44

33

35

29

41

3

Outside/

No

41

30

55

24

17

28

34

28

44

35

29

20

37

7

Yes

51

48

68

26

24

22

40

32

40

23

28

26

44

6

No

42

36

58

25

19

25

33

28

43

33

30

22

40

6

inhouse
contracting
Part-

29

time/fixedterm

Yes

49

29

61

25

18

29

47

34

45

27

27

17

35

8

Non-standards

No

43

34

59

24

18

26

34

28

44

32

30

21

38

6

increasing

Yes

50

39

58

28

21

30

48

39

38

37

22

26

51

8

20%+

Notes: a. Profit sharing, b. Quality control, c. Idea-gathering mechanism, d1. QC1 (exists, but separate between
managers and staff members), d2. QC2 (exists, equally for both managers and staff members), e. More than
80% of employees participate in QC, f. Regular job rotation to develop multiple functions, g. Training and
education for multiple functions, h. Autonomous team (work method, speed, hiring, training), i. Work
completion responsibility on the worker, j1. Weekly average 5~10 hours of overtime work, j2 Weekly average
10 or more hours of overtime, k. Shift system in place, l. Joint decision-making (consultation and agreement) % out of the companies that have the program
Source: Korea Labor Institute, 2006, Workplace Panel Survey.

<Table Ⅴ-9> shows the relationship between numerical flexibility, work organization
flexibility and innovation. But the relational direction is not consistent or clear. There is
lower level of work organization flexibility or innovation in workplaces with outsourcing
experience. But companies with in-house contracting or worker dispatch make use of
innovative factors at a higher frequency. In addition, companies that increased non-standard
workers were found to have more work organization flexibility and innovative factors than
those that did not. Again, there is no apparent direction or consistency between numerical
flexibility and work organization innovation factors.
Generally there are different patterns in labor usage between manufacturing and nonmanufacturing companies. But they are not readily visible in <Table Ⅴ-9> because the
industries were lumped together and not controlled for. There is also the issue of scale. For
example, large companies are more likely to use fixed-term workers, but because they are
also more likely to use more workplace flexibility factors, the effects of numerical flexibility
are offset. Thus, to identify the relationship between numerical flexibility with work
organization flexibility or innovation factors, it is necessary to control for such variables as
size and industry. Notwithstanding above, it seems safe to say that the results imply that in
Korean companies, functional flexibility or work organization's innovation factors are not
used to the extent that can replace numerical flexibility.
2. Results of workplace innovation
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A. Localization of best practices, internalization at the organization
- A number of world-renowned best practices were introduced in Korea, such as the
Fordist mass production of the 1960s～70s, quality circles of the 1970s, 6 Sigma,
BPR (business process re-engineering), the Japanese lean production and TQM (total
quality management).
- As was revealed in many attempts and discussion on international transplantation of
Japan's work system, it is extremely challenging to implement international best
practices in locations with a completely different context. But it is possible to
transplant parts of the best practices, which can bring about meaningful innovation as
well (Elger, Tony and Chris Smith 1994; Morris and Wilkinson. 1995).
- It seems that large companies that faced fierce competition in the global market
were more active in trying to localize the best practices, while remaining cognizant
of their background and fundamental spirit. Although there appear to be some
limitations, such as selective application and technology-biased implementation,
many large companies should be given credit for having made great efforts to
rationalize and innovate their work organization by localizing best practices.
B. Workplace innovation initiatives from inside
- Although exact assessment is made difficult by lack of in-depth studies into the
workplace innovation efforts at each company, it appears that many medium and
large companies have made a variety of efforts to rationalize, innovate and make
more flexible their workplace, with their sight set on higher competitiveness at the
production site. Their competitiveness in the export market in the 2000s came from
not only their product competitiveness but also manufacturing competitiveness,
which demonstrates the efficiency of their work organization and production system.
- Despite the overall delay in innovation and technology/automation-centric
innovation, it is true that many medium and large manufacturers have put forth a
wide range of efforts for quality innovation, cost reduction, higher flexibility, supply
deadline compliance and customization, with the end goal of strengthening their
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competitiveness in the market at home and abroad. These efforts also bore such
results as work reorganization and higher efficiency, often in combination of other
factors like international division of labor, relations with suppliers, in-house subcontracting and use of non-standard workers.
C. Leading examples of workplace innovation
- Large companies with export competitiveness are leading the way for workplace
innovation as well. LG Electronics' reinterpretation and localization of Japan's lean
production, as well as initiatives by POSCO, Samsung and Hyundai Heavy Industries
among others show that competitiveness depends not only on product development
but on manufacturing technology and innovative work organization. Their workplace
innovation efforts tend to naturally spread to their partner companies and other SMEs.
But some large companies have gone further to explicitly require such innovation
from their partners and suppliers. As introduced by Dr. Lee Jang-won, POSCO
partners achieving workplace innovation by rearranging their shift system with the
help of POSCO, or LG Electronics' training experienced factory innovation experts
and sending them to partner companies to help them adopt LG's innovation
achievements are some of the examples.
- As widely introduced, Yuhan Kimberly created a learning organization by
rearranging their shift system, which became a part of the company infrastructure,
evolving to a wide range of participatory workplace innovation. Their workplace
innovation continues on an ongoing basis, in such diverse areas as wage, job
functions, flexibility and relations with partners and suppliers.
- In addition, the cases of strong SMEs, or small but strong companies strengthening
their competitiveness through innovative technology development, production
method and work organization, point to the possibility of the different ways of
innovating the workplace. But because of lack of in-depth analysis through case
studies, the "black box" of workplace innovation still remains undecoded ("Power
SMEs Series," Joongang Daily).
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Ⅵ. Government Policies to Promote Workplace Innovation in Other
Countries
1. Workplace innovation programs in Europe
Country

Program name and description

- STV "Innovation and Work" Research Program
Belgium

Budget/No. of projects
€1.80 million/year

- "Working Conditions" Database
- “Fund to Improve Working Life Conditions and Increase

Denmark

Growth”
- "National Productivity Campaign"(2000- 03)

Finland

- "National Workplace Development Program"

€10M (2004-07)

(1996-09)- auditing, development projects, method

€12M (2008)

development projects, learning network projects
France
Germany

Ireland

- “Reduction of Working Time Law"

€5M

- “Research into the Humanisation of Work”

€3.30M (1989-98)

- “Work and Technology" R&D program

1,050 projects

- “New Work Organisation in Ireland" program

€1.50M (1995-)

- "World Class Manufacturing" Program

60 projects

- National Workplace Strategy(2007-09)

€6M (2007-09)

- “On-the-Job Training" program
Italy

- "Part-time Jobs" program
- “Enterprise Development 2000"(1994- 2001)

Norway

- "Value Creation 2010" (2001-2010)

Portugal - “To innovate and Develop" (1999- 2000)

- LOM (1985-90), Work Life Fund(1990-95)
Sweden - “Man, Technology and Organisation"(1997-200)

Britain

€2.50M
25,000 projects
€2.20M(1997-2000)

- "Too Lean Organisation" research program

20 projects

- “Partnership at Work” Fund

€7.75M(1999-2003)

- UN "Work Organisation Network"

100 projects
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Source: Business Decision Limited. 2000. Government Support programmes for New Forms of Work
Organisation

Countries in Europe set up funds or support organizations to promote workplace innovation,
designed to provide consulting and network building, among others. The table above shows
the programs implemented in each of the major countries. It shows that they launched
workplace innovation programs since the 1990s, which continued into the 2000s.
<Table Ⅵ-1> Services provided by innovation organizations
Ireland

Government's innovation

Finland

Netherlands

Austria

organization

(Tekes)

(Senter Novem)

(FFG)

Consultancy

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

Funding

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

ｏ

Customized solutions

ｏ

ｏ

Monitoing

ｏ

ｏ

Access to global/nationwide

(Enterprise
Ireland)

Portugal
(ADI)

business network
Access to global/nationwide

ｏ

research network
ｏ

Source: Madureira, A., J. Nisson and V. Gheorghe. 2007. Structural Funds as Instument to Promote Innovation:
Theories and practices. Vinnova Report VR Feb. 2007, pg. 55, Table - 11 (partially modified)

These programs are characterized by the fact that they are run by innovation organizations,
rather than the government itself, and the table shows the methods they use to promote
workplace innovation.
1. Workplace innovation policies in European countries
Even among major European countries, it is only about 10% that rebuilt new work
organizations in a systematic manner. In comparison, 51% of the responding companies (with
50 or more employees) were found to adopt new practices related to work organization. In
short, only a few organizations are reaping the full benefits of systematic approach to
workplace innovation.
○ Policy areas
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- Encouraging individual companies to adopt practices related to innovative
workplaces
- Developing human resources
- Reforming the basic framework, to maximize the incentives for introducing new
work organizations and minimizing obstacles
○ Policies to develop innovative workplaces
- Funding for research into new work organizations, building databases of their cost
and benefits
- Supporting diagnosis of work organization and benchmarking services, enhancing
companies' understanding of the pros and cons of work organization
- Funding for education projects to provide work organization information to labor
and management
- Providing financial and human (expert) resources for labor and management to
experience the new work organization
- Providing more financial and human (expert) resources to companies, especially
SMEs through grants, loans, consulting
- Promoting inter-company networks to educate companies and inter-union networks
to influence the unions, thereby spreading best practices and helping training and
benchmarking
○ HR development
- Improving basic education content - to enhance the ability to work in a new
environment, regularly update skills and strengthen adaptability to changes
- Improving the quality of training to workers using fiscal spending (vocational
training, counseling to the unemployed)
2. Objectives and content of workplace innovation programs
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- Fiscal support for research into new work organizations: more than half of such
programs provide fiscal support, eg. Sweden's "Man Technology and Organization",
Belgian STV's "Innovation and Work"
- Promoting inter-company networks to provide education to companies and unions
and spread best practices (more than 1/3 of all programs): eg. Britain's "Partnership
at Work Fund" and Ireland's "New Work Organisation in Ireland"
- Providing fiscal support for education and awareness-raising projects, such as
information provision to companies and unions and pilot projects (slightly less than
1/3 of the programs): eg. Germany's "Work and Technology", Britain's "Work
Organisation Network"
- Providing more fiscal support to companies that implement workplace innovation:
eg. Finland's "National Workplace Development Programmes", Denmark's "Fund to
Improve Working Life and Increase Growth"
- Providing support for benchmarking service programs
- Supporting work organization innovation (semi-autonomous work teams and
reducing the functions and layers of managers - 2/3 of all programs): eg. Belgium's
STV "Innovation and Work" Research Program
- Supporting the adoption of new work methods (flexible work hours, multi-functions,
job rotations, etc. - 2/3)
- Supporting the adoption of new corporate cultures (emphasizing high trust,
participation, autonomy, responsibility - 1/2)
- Supporting the adoption of new practices related to work organization (TQM,
improvement), and providing more investment for related training and education
- Some programs support new performance evaluation schemes or compensation
schemes, although partially
3. Target organizations and support methods
1) Target organizations
- SMEs (1/2 of programs)
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- Manufacturers (slightly less than 1/2)
- Public organizations (1/3).
- Education and research institutes (1/3) - supporting education and research into
workplace innovation
- Unions and employers (to participate in innovation activities) (1/4)
- Most programs do not distinguish between levels of technology (high, medium or
low)
2) Support method
- Subsidies for workplace innovation programs (50%)
※ Eg. Britain's "Partnership at Work" Fund provided 50% of total cost in subsidy,
up to 75,000 euros per project (120 million won)
- Consulting from a third party (consultants or training institutes) (1/3)
※ France's "Reduction of Working Time Law" program provides up to 5 days of
consulting, Ireland's "World Class Manufacturing" provides both subsidies and
consulting at the same time
- Includes the costs for outside advisors (eg. consultants) for workplace innovation
projects
- Expenditure for travel, accommodation, labor cost related to relevant projects (1/2)
- Includes costs for training, project communication and promotion directly related to
the project (less than 1/2)
- Most programs have set the maximum limit for support. Generally they cover 4050% of the project cost, and the absolute upper limit differs by country and program.
Norway's "Enterprise Development 2000" has an upper limit of 300,000 euros (480
million won) per project, Ireland's "New Work Organisation in Ireland" 40,000 euros
(64 million won).
4. Points of consideration in workplace innovation programs
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- A new work organization can be applied not only to manufacturing but to the
service sector as well, to a considerable extent. In fact, there are many success cases.
The service industry is in need of productivity improvement, and new work
organizations can play an important role in providing more innovative, efficient and
high-quality customer services.
- Large companies can provide invaluable support to SMEs belonging to their parts
supply network to implement organizational innovation for higher competitiveness.
Thus, large companies' programs to help SMEs adopt new work organization will
create multiplier effects as they can help their suppliers affect similar changes.
5. Obstacles to workplace innovation
- Challenges in designing and implementing new work organizations
- Implementation issues: resistance to new culture and change (employers and midlevel managers)
- In some countries, rigid labor laws and collective bargaining generate serious
hurdles against organizational change
6. Implications
- Governments can play important roles in heightening innovation capabilities,
productivity and working conditions, by promoting organizational changes among
business entities.
- Governments must promote workplace innovation by enhancing awareness among
SMEs especially about the benefits that new types of work organization and
workplace innovation can bring to the company and workers.
- Government-funded workplace innovation programs can be important tools for
companies in the service sector, or low-/mid-tech sectors to adopt new types of work
organization and improve competitiveness. For such companies, government
programs can be instrumental in raising awareness on the benefits.
- Participating in government programs based on successful research would be
helpful for companies and workers to realize the value of learning from other
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companies, research and consultants. Over time, such experience will help
companies and workers develop their own learning organization.
2. Workplace innovation policies of Japan
- Most of the policies in Japan are targeted towards SMEs. The basis for those
programs is provided for in the Act on Business Management Innovation (1999)
designed to support SMEs wishing to strengthen their business innovation and
foundation through self-help, as well as the New Business Activity Promotion Act of
2005 that combines the Act on Business Management Innovation, Act on Promoting
Creative Activities and Act on Promoting Business Start-ups.
<Table Ⅵ-2> Laws and organizations regarding SME business management since '99
Year
1999

Description
Act on Business Management Innovation goes into effect
Framework Act on Small and Medium Enterprises revised

2000

2003

Act on Guiding Small and Medium Enterprises revised to Act on Supporting Small
and Medium Enterprises
Small and Medium Business Revival Support Council starts operation
Act on Promoting Sub-contracting SMEs enacted

2004

SME Foundation Adjustment Organization launched

2005

Act on Promoting New SME Businesses goes into effect
Act on Upgrading SME Manufacturing goes into effect (designed to upgrade

2006

specific manufacturing foundation technologies in 17 areas), promoting R&D, credit
guarantee
3 laws related to manufacturing in small cities reviewed

1) Purpose and principles of support
- Promoting local SMEs: "Local Resources for SMEs" program launched,
stimulating manufacturing and commercial districts in small cities
- Supporting SMEs development and resuscitation: to upgrade manufacturing SMEs,
increase R&D support, appropriately implement policy finance reform, improve the
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quality and process of SME financing, revive SMEs, and support business
inheritance
- Supporting SME talents: for small or micro enterprises, for projects supporting
women, senior talents and youth
- The principle is to select the SMEs with the best expected benefits and focus the
support, including one-stop services, soft resource (eg. assisting the business leader
to come up with a business plan), utilizing the talent network (creating a hybrid
institution combining the strengths of public organizations and private experts).
2) Support for management and workplace innovation through 3 types of SME support
centers
- The funding for SME support centers in the main administrative areas and other regions
was largely provided by the central government until 2005, but it has been borne by local
governments since 2006.
○ SME & Tech Companies Support Centers (9): supported by the central government
- The applicant and advisor work together as one from planning to execution, through
consultation windows: Applicants express a high level of satisfaction, with repeat
applicants close to 60%, and an growing number of users of 10 times or more. At the
9 centers throughout the nation, there are always 2-3 experts manning the
consultation windows. The experts' consultation schedule is posted on the internet 3
months in advance.
- On-site dispatch of experts: Experts are sent to the site for a certain period of time
depending on the issues of the particular SME to assist their problem solving (appx.
twice a year, 3 months-2 years). Number of registered experts is 676 in the 8 centers
(as of April 2004) - SME diagnosis specialists 31%, accountant/tax lawyer 13%,
engineer 7%. After an initial study, the companies are divided into A (dispatch of 2
years or longer), B (1 year, for general agenda) and C (short term of 3-6 months).
Before implementing the support, they conduct an on-site review, and based on the
company's status quo and challenges, they go through the following process: select
the most suitable experts, select support themes, set goals, plan for the support, draft
the plan, monitor progress, interim evaluation, increase support, change direction,
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complete project, final evaluation. In the 4 years between April 1999 to March 2004,
experts were sent to more than 550 companies (258 in 2003 alone) for 3,807 times
(14.8 times per company).
○ Main administrative areas' SME support centers (60) provide SMEs potential
assessment, evaluation, advice on business planning, consultation window, dispatch of
experts/consultants, among others.
Eg. Kanagawa Prefecture SME support center: 50 staff members
- Operational responsibility: 1 PM and 6 SMs (consultation for business innovation,
expert dispatch, business development, business feasibility assessment, follow-up,
etc.). Of the 600 registered experts in the private sector (with formal certification),
around 70-80 are used a year.
- Performance: 6,199 window consultations (including on-site and traveling
consultation) in 2002 and 6,147 in 2003, topics ranging from funding, overall
management, business transaction and partnership.
- Expert dispatch: to 72 companies for 458 days in 2002 (6.4 days/company), 76
companies for 535 days in 2003 (7.0 days/company), mostly regarding issues of
overall management, ISO and IT. Companies are selected by the committee among
the applicants, based on topics, business prospect, appropriate number of days, cost
effectiveness.
○ Local SME support centers (104) + Management Support Advisor Center (172
nationwide)
- Local SME support centers: Installed at the local chamber of commerce, supporting
business innovation from a location nearby the SMEs.
- Management support advisor centers (renamed from the "management support
senior advisor center"): detailed window consultation on the tasks and challenges in
the areas of business management know-how, success stories, funding for business
innovation, informatization initiatives and marketing. For highly technical
consultation, high-level experts are sent to the company site to address various issues.
3) Business innovation support programs of Japan
○ SME business innovation
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- Providing assistance to SMEs wishing to develop or produce new products, new
services or to develop new ways of producing or selling products.
- Financial assistance such as subsidies from the public sector is rare, but knowledge,
know-how and wisdom are relatively readily available.
○ Procedure
- The SME (group or coop of SMEs) can get assistance (from 3 types of SME
support centers or senior advisor centers) in producing a business innovation plan
based on the guideline set by the state.
- The business innovation targets should be: 9-15% increase in value-added in 3-5
years (higher than 3%/year) and 3-5% increase in ordinary profits.
- Wide area local governments' approval is requested, and upon gaining approval it
becomes easier to make use of a number of support programs (requires review by
separate support organizations): eg. low-interest loans from SME "public safe",
preferential credit guarantee, tax benefits, discount in patent fees, etc.
<Table Ⅵ-3> Number of approvals for business innovation plan
Mar. 2000 Mar. 2001 Mar. 2002 Mar. 2003 Mar. 2004 Mar. 2005 Mar. 2006 Mar. 2007
Approval

1,348

2,594

2,299

3,341

3,995

4,322

4,421

5,257

Cumulative

1,348

3,942

6,241

9,582

13,577

17,899

22,320

27,577

Source: Small and Medium Business Administration of Japan

○ 2007 budget for business innovation support projects, HR development in Japan
- Networking support project – new solidarity support project: 3.457 billion yen
- Business innovation advisor projects: 1.8 billion yen
- OB (senior) talents reutilization projects: 0.518 billion yen
- Network building between youths and SMEs: 1.8 billion yen
- SME manufacturing talent development projects: 0.536 billion yen
- SME talent development projects: 1.19 billion yen
<Table Ⅵ-4> Diagnosis and advisory activities for business innovation in Japan
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SMEs business diagnosis and audit guideline project (中小企業の経営診断実施要領作成事業)
Analysis

of

SMEs

management

and

cost

indicators,

and

business

structure

(中小企業の経営指標・原価指標による業態構造分析)
Assessment of SMEs business trends (annual) (中小企業経営動向調査（年度版）)
SME evaluation manual (中小企業の評価マニュアル(manual)
SME

manufacturing

business

innovation

support

guideline

manual

project

(中小製造業の経営革新支援マニュアル(manual)作成事業)
Practical manual for agricultural management diagnosis, Basic manaagement diagnosis
techniques (農業経営診断実務マニュアル(manual)～経営診断手法入門～)
Diagnosis

Practical

and

(農業経営診断実務マニュアル(manual)（第２集）)

advice for Practical
SMEs

manual

manual

for

for

agricultural

agricultural

management

management

diagnosis,

diagnosis,

book

book

3,

2

report

(農業経営診断実務マニュアル(manual) (第 3 集） 報告書)
Diagnosis of sustainable commercial street (持続可能型商店街の診断技法)
Sports

management

related

laws

and

techniques

(スポーツマネジメント(sport

management)への関与法・関連技法に係る研究)
"SME

revival

support

council

operations"

diagnosis

manual

(『中小企業再生支援協議会業務』対応診断士マニュアル(manual)策定のための調査研究)
NEW！
Local

resource

evaluation,

resource

utilization

business

development

(地域資源評価、資源活用事業化技法に係る研究)
税理士との連携による中小企業の経営革新-士業協働の経営診断と支援
Source: Small and Medium Business Administration of Japan

4). Infrastructure for SME business innovation
○ SME diagnosis experts: Registered as management support experts for projects run by
SME support organizations, providing on-site consulting service to the client company as
well as serving as counselors at the window.
○ Relationship banking: Working in conjunction with local financial institutions trying
to strengthen business management at their client SMEs, to provide management
diagnosis, advice, consulting, and information.
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○ Initiatives to revive SMEs

5) Implications of Japanese cases
- Workplace innovation in Japan was initiated as part of SME management support
programs, where one-stop services were provided to promising companies on a selectand-focus basis.
- Japanese government's workplace innovation policies focused more on providing expert
advisors to central and local governments' SME support centers rather than direct
financial aid, to create the foundation for consultation, on-site consulting services.
- In addition, SME diagnosis experts, integrated research centers for credit trust and safes,
Small and Medium Business Administration also provide different types of management
support for workplace innovation, ranging from process management, production
management, quality control and intra-sector networking between SMEs.
- Although Japan seems to have no visible workplace innovation policies provided
directly by the central government, there are different tools available at the local
government level, where practical assistance is provided through a broad-based
infrastructure, including pools of experts, window consultation and on-site consulting.
3. Workplace innovation policies of Korea
1). Selecting best practice companies in labor-management culture
- Initiated by the Ministry of Labor in 1996, with the goal of spreading mutually
beneficial labor-management culture. Different benefits are provided to awarded or
selected companies.
- The basic framework for new labor-management culture policy that created the
award program is a culture of mutual trust and respect, participation and cooperation,
autonomy and responsibility. There are 8 categories in the selection criteria: labormanagement relations, open management, HR development, information and
knowledge sharing, productivity enhancement efforts, management status and
prospect, worker satisfaction (welfare) and customer satisfaction. Work organization
improvement efforts were included in the early 2000s, then replaced by management
information sharing (the early stage of workplace innovation) in 2007-08.
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<Table Ⅵ-5> Application and selection of labor-management culture best practice companies (2000-2005)
Total

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Application

792

90

120

144

149

109

180

Selection

388

57

65

71

65

48

82

Source: Federation of Korean Industries (2005)

- In a 2001 survey, only 20% of the respondents agreed that the new labormanagement culture policy contributed to building cooperative relations, while
52.9% did not.
2). Financial support for labor-management partnership
- The "financial support for labor-management partnership" program that the
government commissioned to the Korea Labor Institute as a workplace innovation
program is currently in operation under the goals of promoting labor-management
partnership, workplace innovation and competitiveness, and addressing common
interests and problems. 53 projects received the financial support in 2003, 44 in 2004,
86 in 2005 and 94 in 2006. The program is designed to stimulate workplace
innovation in Korea, but its effectiveness is questionable, although it may have been
helpful in creating some labor-management partnerships.
3) The New Paradigm Center's consulting services
- The New Paradigm Center, installed in March 2004, has provided consulting to
companies seeking to adjust their working system and build a lifelong learning
system. By explicitly emphasizing working system adjustment and lifelong learning
system, it aspired to build a people-first paradigm and improve competitiveness of
the people. As of October 2008, it has or is providing consulting service to 256
companies or institutions in both public and private sectors.
- New Paradigm Center's innovation efforts are highly regarded for their significant
results, such as shorter work hours and noticeable increase in off-days thanks to
adjustment in the working system (introducing 4-team-3-shift, or 4-team-2-shift
system), skills development through emphasis on workers' learning, and other types
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of workplace innovation. (Mirae Management Development Institute, 2007; Park
Jun-sik, 2008; other innovation case studies, Lee Jang-won, Lee Young-ho 2008).
- Adjustment in the shift system (to 4-team-3-shift or 4-team-2-shift), with consulting,
can improve existing working practices, and when combined with learning or
education, can innovate the workplace.
- But changes in the working system must lead to changes in job performance
methods, and must be accompanied by adjustment in the overall HRM such as
compensation scheme, to be fully successful (Mirae Management Development
Institute, 2007). In addition, adjustment in the shift system is related to change in
work organization, but it is not large enough to encompass such elements as HRM
and labor-management relations within the larger framework of workplace
innovation.
- On one hand, such issues and limitations come from using Yuhan-Kimberly's as the
only innovation model, at a much abridged version, where the model is reduced to
shift system adjustment and learning organization. In addition, it reveals the
limitations of Korea's theoretical work or policy making: the many and varied
workplace innovation experience has not been developed into types or models,
preventing their usage as benchmarking cases.
4). Evaluation of the government's existing workplace innovation policies
- The conclusion that the government has significant impact on management
information and HRM, but not so on work organization and related areas must be
heeded (Lee Jeong-hyun & Kim Dong-bae, 2007). From 1999, the Ministry of Labor
implemented policies to encourage development in the 4 areas of "new labormanagement culture": open management, profit sharing, HR development and
workplace innovation. The evaluation shows that the government has been visibly
effective to a certain extent in open management (or sharing of management
information), profit sharing and HR development (areas of HR management). But in
the case of workplace innovation, the government had no significant impact despite
its efforts. Considering the importance of work organization, the government's future
policies must inject more resources and efforts for workplace innovation.
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- The exception may be the New Paradigm Center and the consulting services
provided directly to SMEs and institutions, which have shown good results and have
been generally well received by the client organizations. Such response can be
interpreted as a call for the government to further enrich and diversify the Center's
consulting services by building up the necessary infrastructure and support systems.

Ⅶ. Workplace Innovation Policies in the Future: Direction and Content
At its core, workplace innovation is something to be driven by individual companies, not by
the government. If it brings about considerable benefits, companies, who by nature pursue
profits, will voluntarily seek them out to ensure their survival and higher profitability. Just
like any other business, workplace innovation is an area best left to the companies without
government intervention, to the workings of the market. Such rational inevitably leads to the
question, why should the government implement policies to support workplace innovation?
It is because, in reality there are market failures in workplace innovation as well. Many SMEs,
despite their need for such innovation, find it difficult to do so owing to lack of resources,
knowledge and experience. In the same vein, many SMEs lag so much behind market
changes, information or knowledge so as to be unaware of best practices or the need for such
innovation. Market failure in workplace innovation is a problem not only Korea but in other
countries as well. In most countries, SMEs are responsible for the overwhelming majority of
jobs. Creating decent jobs cannot be done by assisting competitive large companies only.
SMEs should innovate themselves so that their jobs will be turned into decent jobs offering
higher wage, better working conditions and environment. For SMEs to provide decent jobs,
their innovation capability and competitiveness must be strengthened. The "expanded triple
helix model" based on SMEs' workplace innovation in Finland is highly useful in explaining
the interactions between the innovating company and support organizations, as well as how
the innovation is achieved and spread (Alasoinia 2008).
Other countries from early on have offered a number of policies to support SMEs' workplace
innovation, which have evolved and developed over time. Not only in Finland and Ireland,
the two cases presented today, but in Japan, Britain, Australia, continental European countries
and Nordic countries, there are different policies to support innovation among SMEs.
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1. Ongoing research support for workplace innovation in Korea and overseas
There must be research into the types, cases, correlation with employment relations,
accomplishments and methodologies of workplace innovation at home and abroad to lay the
theoretic foundation for work and production organization innovation, methodology
development and infrastructure building. Not only the cases of medium and large companies,
which have been dealt with to a certain extent in Korea, but of SMEs too must be collected
and analyzed, to understand the success factors and build a rich base of case studies. In
addition, to understand how Korean companies are generally handling workplace innovation,
there must be investment in panel studies like the business establishment panel, to secure the
basic data necessary for further research. If such data and success cases can be used to define
the direction and content of Korea's workplace innovation, "Korean" workplace innovation
models can be created. The theoretic work must be conducted on an ongoing and in-depth
basis, so that, rather than thinking of workplace innovation as merely a collection of simple
techniques or best practices, there will be deeper understanding of the related issues,
philosophy, innovation mindset, and its relationship with employment relations. It is difficult
to revamp the work and production organization without the help of new perspective,
approach and philosophy. There must be a foundation to discover best practices throughout
the world, to build them into theories and disseminate them, and to provide an intellectual
basis for workplace innovation supporters.
〔Figure Ⅶ-1〕Framework for workplace innovation and support policies
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2. Building the right infrastructure
To promote workplace innovation, it is necessary to build the infrastructures for the
government to provide the necessary support.
1). Creating a workplace innovation fund
First and foremost, the necessary (and sizeable) fund to build the infrastructure must be
secured over the long run through government budget or other channels. Without government
funding, it will be quite challenging to provide effective support in areas that need such
support, as can be seen in the figure above. Many countries already have built up a national
fund, as ammunition to be used on the ground.
2) Creating a pool of innovation consultants
The next important part of the infrastructure is a pool of innovation consultants, those with
experience working for companies that successfully implemented such innovation, or
sufficiently trained to provide the necessary support. In Japan, there is the SME diagnosis
expert program, as well as deployment of experienced (senior) advisors at local government's
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SME support centers to provide face-to-face consultation and 3 months to 2 year on-site
support. These innovation consultants are the ones who will provide the actual help to the
SMEs, present on-site to give valuable advice and suggestions in the course of strategy
planning, methodology designing, progress monitoring and problem solving. There should be
a mechanism in place to provide training and education to these advisors so that they will be
ready when the SMEs need them. In Korea, because there was no market for consultants
(supporters) for workplace innovation so far, their qualifications were never validated. Thus,
at least for a certain period of time, a public organization must take the responsibility for
recruiting, training and educating the innovation consultants and allocating them wherever
needed. The New Paradigm Center is currently performing such role, but it has to be
expanded and reorganized, in terms of role, function and capabilities, to be able to provide
innovation consultants in higher quality and richer content.
3) Building a comprehensive national database through work organization survey
Another part of workplace innovation infrastructure is a comprehensive national database on
work organization to be built through such methods as workplace surveys. The government
should secure the funding to build such a database that includes data on workplace innovation,
HRM, employment, skills, training and labor-management relations. Such database can be
used to produce information on individual companies' and public organization's workplace
innovation, so that researchers can conduct in-depth analysis and for companies and the
government to define the appropriate direction and policies for the future. Ireland has been
collecting workplace innovation data through National Workplace Survey of Employers and
Employees. As of 2008, it also plans to conduct the National Employment Survey on 11,000
public and private organizations and 100,000 workers with focus on corporate capacity for
managing change.
4) Building an intellectual infrastructure with ongoing research on workplace innovations
As discussed earlier, discovering the rich and diverse cases of workplace innovation both at
home and abroad, building theories and models based on case studies, and developing
methodologies can also be part of the intellectual infrastructure for workplace innovation.
Without an ongoing basis of research, we will be relegated to importing best practices
developed in other countries, without being able to develop types, models and theories best
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suited to Korea's unique strengths and characteristics. In addition, it will be difficult to
identify the obstacles and solutions, respective views of the labor and management or the
direction and tasks for relevant policies.
3. Support for project for the diagnosis of work organization and workplace innovation
projects
The innovation consultants should be able to diagnose the various issues and ways of
improvement for especially the SMEs interested in workplace innovation, through diagnosis
projects on their current work organization and management.
In addition, it is of utmost importance for the consultants to be directly involved on site on an
ongoing and responsible manner in the areas of workplace diagnosis, designing and planning
for innovation, implementing the innovation and resolving problems, evaluating the end
result and identifying future tasks for the SMEs wishing to implement the innovation
themselves. These supporters should be well versed in not only the theories, cases and
methodologies, but also come with extensive and diverse experience in actual cases.
4. Building a learning network
In the end, workplace innovation must be led by the company itself. If there are many
companies either successful or interested in innovation, it will be useful to create a learning
network among those in the same sector, region or industry. The learning network for
workplace innovation is usually formed among companies in the same sector, industry or
region exhibiting similar industrial or product characteristics, production technologies and
processes. Disseminating workplace innovation can be achieved not only by government
projects and support but also by learning networks voluntarily formed by the companies. But
what is a prerequisite is that even in this case, researchers and industry experts must
participate in the network as well, to theorize and systemize the experience and
accomplishments of the network to be learned in other sectors or industries. It is also
necessary for them to analyze the issues and challenges that may remain unresolved, to be left
as tasks for the future.
5. Emphasis on programs to improve quality of working life
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Workplace innovation can also be social innovation that can be successfully implemented
only with the participation and cooperation of production and technical workers. If workplace
innovation focuses only on improving efficiency, flexibility and rationalization of the work
organization, it may bring some benefits as well as labor intensification, but little returns for
workers with little regard for the challenges they experience at the production site. If this type
of innovation continues, it may well end up losing the cooperation and commitment of the
production and technical workers who responded favorably in the beginning. For workplace
innovation to be seen as meaningful to workers rather than as a management agenda, it must
be accompanied by QWL improvement programs. If there is a high frequency of industrial
accidents, entrenched long hours, unsanitary working environment and demand for physical
labor, the company is unlikely to succeed in its workplace innovation endeavor.
For their part, unions also had low awareness on how to improve QWL in relation to work
organization, other than wage increase and company welfare. For medium and large
companies, better QWL will be a real challenge in the near future as their workforce continue
to age. One of the biggest problems facing Korean companies in relation to this is the practice
of long hours, such as overtime and frequent "special work," used to increase internal labor
flexibility at medium and large companies. It is a challenge that must be overcome, if only for
the sake of workplace innovation. The tricky question of how to sustain the wage level while
reducing work hours (in the form of overtime, nighttime or "special" work) is a challenge to
be resolved in the course of workplace innovation.
6. Combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches in workplace innovations
Workplace innovation has generally been led by the employer. But in some Nordic countries,
the unions have taken the initiative to raise such issues as workplace innovation and QWL.
When it is the employer leading the innovation, it is prone to be a top-down approach. The
employer would set the agenda, and plan, design, implement and evaluate the whole process.
In this process, workers' participation, supposedly one of the goals of such innovation, is
likely to be excluded or weakened. Even in large companies, production and technical
workers' participation is minimal, while great emphasis is placed on innovation led by
engineering or technological innovation. Such perfunctory participation by production
workers will end up creating the image that they are just there as a "showcase." In this
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environment it is hard to expect that production or technical workers will be enthusiastic in
sharing their ideas, experience, knowledge and know-how.
To improve on these limitations, it is necessary to adopt a bottom-up approach through which
the views of production workers can be more widely and systematically reflected. In
Germany or Northern Europe, the leader of a team is often elected by the members. When
this is the case, the team leader works not as the field manager receiving instructions by the
company but as the representative of workers with a certain level of autonomy. They can also
enjoy some level of freedom in determining some elements of the work, such as the working
method and order. Small innovations at the workplace can be achieved as workers themselves
experiment in and attempt different possibilities.
7. Stronger roles for supervisors in workplace innovation
One of the biggest differences between Korean and Japanese workplaces is the role and
position of supervisors (foremen/, team leader). At Korean workplaces, the supervisors are
selected among those with a certain level of familiarity with the managers and are given the
task of personnel/labor management and addressing issues arising from the production site.
As such, Korean supervisors tend to rely more on the position (i.e., hierarchy) to perform
management duties rather than the authority earned with their skills or competence.
Oftentimes Korean supervisors come without basic engineering education, which makes it
difficult for them to exchange communication or ideas with engineers regarding work
organization, equipment or technology. Because there is little shared between supervisors and
engineers, inevitably there would be less areas of innovation where the two sides can interact.
Although it may not be an appropriate comparison, in Japan supervisors are selected from
among production workers with diverse experience, skills and outstanding problem-solving
skills. Even on site, the field managers are primarily responsible for improvement and
problem-solving rather than personnel or labor management. Japan's supervisors lead the
workers by the authority granted to them on the strength of their skills level and problemsolving skills. And because they continue to receive engineering training, they are capable of
performing some of the roles of engineers when called upon to do so. This means that there is
a considerable intersection and areas of empathy between engineers and supervisors, areas
where a variety of innovation is possible.
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To implement workplace innovation, it is necessary to strengthen the supervisors' workrelated skills and capabilities, as well as engineering knowledge so that they can become the
drivers of improvement activities on site. In addition, it is necessary to broaden the areas
where the supervisors and plant engineers can share operations and ideas, which in turn will
broaden the possibilities and scope of workplace innovation.
8. Increasing large companies' support to their subcontracting firms(suppliers)
To ensure their survival in the global market, large companies of Korea have made efforts of
their own to implement workplace innovations, such as adopting and localizing advanced
practices of other countries, the lean production method and so forth. But such experience by
large companies have not been systematically analyzed or evaluated to identify their
accomplishments or challenges for the future. It is necessary to compile the cases of large
companies' workplace innovation, in terms of their achievements, characteristics and
challenges, through more methodical analysis and case studies.
And the large companies themselves should strive to spread the efficiency, rationalization
and innovation of work organization that they achieved, to suppliers and subcontracting
companies. Since large companies began to outsource, sub-contract, or modularize much of
their product and service production and processes since the mid-1990s, their own production
is quite low. This means that large companies are quite dependent on the parts supplier
network or subcontractors for their product and service production. As such, for large
companies' products and services to be competitive, it is not enough that they alone innovate
their workplace. It is only when the partners and suppliers who directly or indirectly provide
them the parts, modules, sales activities and services innovate their workplace together can
they become more competitive. This is why large companies must spread and share
information about their work organization innovation with suppliers. LG Electronics' "factory
innovators" program can be worthwhile for other large companies to suit: LGE selects
experienced supervisors as factory innovators to be sent on site to subcontracting companies
for a certain duration to assist their workplace innovation.
9. Urgent need to raise SMEs' awareness on workplace innovation and plan for strategies
Where workplace innovation lags behind and must be addressed urgently is at the SMEs. The
urgent challenge for them to ensure competitiveness and survival is to innovate their
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workplace in all areas, from product and service production process to distribution and sales
process. Because an absolute majority of SMEs are not unionized, they are free from any
protest or interruption from unions too. Thus, for the SMEs, workplace innovation falls
squarely on the shoulders of the management.
It appears that many SMEs have not given extensive thoughts on how to effectively develop
the professional competence and skills of their employees, motivate and reward them and
prevent turnover. That is, SMEs seem to lack awareness on the importance of employment
relations management or the system thereof. It must also be pointed out that they were very
much short of strategies or awareness on workplace innovation, such as how to restructure
their work organization for greater efficiency and rationalization, where to automate, what
types of skills or concentration are needed to improve quality and how to accomplish them.
Moreover, they have not given sufficient thoughts on how to accept the innovation
experience of their client companies or commonly known best practices to innovate from
within. This is why they must change their current approach, where for the purported sake of
survival or outside competition, they focus too much on cost-oriented or short-term strategy
without paying much attention to investment or activities to innovate their workplace. It
should be (and is) the primary goal of government workplace innovation policies to raise
SMEs' awareness and provide specific assistance to those who feel the need for such
innovation.
10. Change in the union approach to workplace innovations
Ever faced with competitive pressure, companies have ceaselessly strove to improve and
innovate their work and production organizations by such means as technological
development, quality enhancement, process improvement and best practice implementation.
To these efforts, unions have been either resistant, believing workplace innovation to be only
the employer's agenda, one that will only increase labor intensity or not interested at all. In
the company-level unionization system of Korea, where unions have become internalized at
the company and wield strong influence over the workplace, such perceptions have become a
force against workplace innovation so far.
But the days when all unions had to do was extract quantitative concessions like pay raise or
working condition improvement are gone. Today the union has many and varied issues to
face in their effort to maintain existing jobs and create new decent jobs, such as overseas
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relocation of production bases, price competition from China, productivity increase to match
the relative high wage, quality competitiveness, outsourcing and modularization. The union
cannot simply express strong opposition to these challenges. There has to be a level of
balance between union's adaptation to the changing external environment and protection of
workers' rights.
What this means is that the union also needs to change its views and devise counter-strategies
for workplace innovation, instead of simply voicing opposition. To ensure job security for the
mid- to long-term, they are now required to predict the future demand in the types and levels
of skills, create opportunities for skills development and training, and review the possibility
of enhancing the QWL, long working culture and internal flexibility while retaining jobs so
that workplace innovation does not end up simply intensifying labor. Without such change in
views and strategy, they will be hard pressed to win support from the general public or the
working population. In particular, without thinking about how to retain or create decent jobs,
which have been decreasing or in a stalemate at best, it will be difficult to convince the
society of the justification of union movement.
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